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Abstract: Adult and continuing education played a significant role in the context. Adult education increases the employment prospects and the economic growth of underprivileged adult who did not get a proper education. Theoretical and practical both types of training are needed education to improve the employability of the uneducated adult. The primary principle of real learning is to allow the deprived adult to prove himself or herself as a good, efficient human being in every sense, and they should have an active approach. No program of universal compulsory education can be fruitful without the cooperation and active support of adult education. Then we must try to spread the adult education.
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Introduction

Adult and continuing education are played a major role in the development of human resource. An adult education means the entire part of the learning process; people regarded them as adults to whom they belong in this society, may formal, improve their professional, technical knowledge and turn them for their needs in an original direction and their society also (Belzer, 2004). When their guardians, teachers in school, teach the children or private tutorials are not an education. In this context here, we concentrated two basic different things: such as the Formal type of education students past from an Institution, or any high school and preparing them for their secured occupations and their better life also and Formal education is mainly utilized for further learning.

Existing Techniques

The content of this session often describes such methods, which apply to understand the importance of adult and continuing education. They are as follows: Teaching method or lecture, Small group discussion, Brainstorming, Buzz-group, Plenary, Group assignment, Debate, Fishbowl, Games, Drama, Case Study, Quiz, Skills practice, Songs and Stories, Images and Card clustering (Bélanger, 2002).

Teaching method or lecture
This lecture method is used in teaching purpose for working with learner’s groups. It is an efficient way means to present the information and concept in a short time relatively.

Small group discussion

Group discussion programmed is a results oriented base. Large groups are breaks into smaller for easy to discussions. It must be ensured that the group discussions are structurally well organized (Fattahi, 2003). A timekeeper, a secretary, and a moderator are crucial to in the group for advising.

Brainstorming

Brainstorming is a very fast method of collecting views, suggestions, and ideas in an open way. This method is a very useful to develop the participation whereas everyone gives a chance to contribute and it helps to express ideas in a limited period (Zacharakis & Polson, 2012). It also helps to inspire quick thinking’s, imagination and creativity among the competitors.

Buzz-group

Buzz-group is a rapid breakaway discussion among the participants of three or two for discussion a particular question for a very short time. Participants should ask their neighbor to discuss the questions easily in a small number of minutes.

Plenary

In this case, all students come jointly to share their opinions, ideas, and a definite topic.

Group assignment

Smaller groups formed to work on a specific topic that forms a most important training activities; it is a very acceptable method.

Debate

Here, some selected candidates form a group, which discusses a definite topic.

Fishbowl

It is a special type of seating planning where half of the group seats in the middle of the circle together and the rest one sits outer surface of the center. They watch the inner circle.

Games

Games are another most important physical activity. It also helped candidates to trust and know each other. It also helped to develop a strong team spirit. One of the
most important part in games can also increase the alertness and interest in every topic.

Drama

A so-called drama always follows a screenplay. However, it is time-consuming and so it is not perfect for a short time training programmed.

Case study

In a case study, it always presents a real life condition by showing pictures or telling some interesting stories.

Quiz

The quiz can fulfill the knowledge and skills, which are acquired by the students in the training period. It also helps to bring a powerful part of the entertainment.

Skills practice

Skills practice is a segment of communication and helps to apply their new skills in their practice set, and feedback is also get from other participants on their overall performance.

Songs and stories

It is a most entertaining and inspired way to serve the information. Dance and songs can be used as a boost for the candidates.

Card Clustering

Card clustering is also another interesting communicating way, and it may take various rounds. It is also a very useful tool to understand the importance of adult and continuing education.

Images

Short stories, pictures, and photographs can be mainly used as a specific code to represent a problem or challenge that can be solved.

My Contribution

According to me, Learning is a process of continuous, but the adult people are engaged with the education they have to enjoy much fun with their friends also. Some careful preparations can also prove the development of human resource in our community. These context needs to deal with some such practical issues. At grass root level, people may be used to do these things in a particular procedure. Learning is the internal ability of people. In the literature, lifelong education was
interchangeably used with adult education, post-graduation education, and continuing education also. At the early stage, for different causes, some citizens do not get the chances for education, but when they are old in age, and they get the chances for education, they get the opportunities and also proved themselves in an innovative way. People must think about their hobbies also like gardening, listening music, dancing, acting, also singing because to prove themselves in future aspects. If they are serious about their learning, only they can overcome such difficulties.

Results

In order to recognize the role of adult education and its impact on the life of the adult a survey is conducted and as per the survey result it is concisely perceived that adult education is most necessary. In addition, it plays an important role in giving a proper shape to the people who have missed proper education in their student life or at the time when they have to study to get educated themselves. The adult education helps in improving the knowledge and skill of the adult so that they can get better job option.

Conclusions

Continuing and adult education mainly responds to its general needs and structural concerns. A rapid growing of providers is one of the facts for this. A service of training and education now becomes a commodity, which can be traded like other any services. Families and companies are supported to participating in the continuing and adult education in the main. Just on, missing things should not determine the policy. It also concerns increasing and understanding the potentiality of a human. Theory, policy, planning and programming are relatively connected with the adult education and literacy also. Logically, continue education is a most important extension part of primary education and literacy to encourage the development of human resource. In this way, this type of education seen is an enabling cause for development.
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